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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to analyse the role of context in public sector innovation typology. Whilst there has been a growing literature in the area, NPM as a conceptual context and US, EU, Australia as factual contexts have dominated the scene. This leads to an unclear picture of the contextualities of PSI typology. We studied 99 innovations from Italy, Turkey, Japan through qualitative and quantitative content analysis to understand the role of factual context in innovation typology.

INTRODUCTION

Public sector innovation (PSI) has attracted a growing level of scholar interest, resulting in a significant body of knowledge accruing over the past two decades (e.g., Borins, 2001; van Acker and Bouckaert, 2017). A great number of studies were conducted in the US, EU and Australia (Devries et al., 2016, Arundel et al., 2019). This results in a weakness, as the PSI literature is significantly context dependent. The context dependency spans beyond a particular factual context, i.e., the location of the investigation. The literature also suffers from conceptual context dependencies, where public administration paradigms, methodological and epistemological camps form the conceptual context and result in limited variations (Cinar et al., 2018). As these contexts were not evaluated and tested systematically, the role of context in PSI has remained ambiguous.

The purpose of this study is to explore how the similarities and differences in the typology of PSI in Japan, Italy and Turkey can be explained. We investigate qualitatively how these typologies were embedded in context. To understand the role of context, we adopt the principles and perspectives introduced by the seminal collective work edited by Pollitt (2013). We aim to contribute empirically to this discussion. In particular, our paper reveals two reasons why the failure to address the context forms a key weakness of the current literature. First, previous studies have not evaluated the conceptual context. Second, most of the PSI studies were conducted in a single country, with an emphasis on western states (e.g. Walker, 2006; Borins, 2014; Arundel et al., 2015; Demircioglu,2017). Whilst a few studies have attempted to address environmental factors, this only captures the organisational environment (Walker, 2010; Damanpour and Schneider,2006; Koraj et al., 2015). Hence the macro context is overlooked.

Our study aims to take a first step in addressing this gap in the literature. The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Firstly, we review the literature on PSI through the context
framework by Virtanen (2013). Then, we apply the criterion by Pollitt (2013) to evaluate the role of context on PSI comparing the typology of PSI in three dissimilar contexts, Italy, Japan and Turkey. Finally, we identify divergent PSI typology configurations emerged in administrative, temporal, political, social, economic & technological macro contexts.

Following Christensen and Lægreid (2013) our study defines context as the circumstances, background or settings, which has the potential to clarify, or influence a phenomenon. Pollitt (2013, xviii) positioned context as ‘a missing link,’ in public administration that is, ‘something that enables us to understand the different evolutions of public policy and management in different habitats’. The knowledge and knowledge creation has context dependencies. Factual contexts refer to characteristics of the research object and “Taken-for-Granted” understanding of the research object. On the other hand, conceptual context refers to frameworks, methods and approaches, as well as individual characteristics of authors (Virtanen 2013).

1. TYPOLGY OF PUBLIC SECTOR INNOVATION IN CONTEXT

The innovations created to provide solutions to complex problems differ in their characteristics and nature (Walker, 2008). A significant number of scholars have studied different typologies of PSI (Table 1).

The first innovation typology of PSI was introduced by Osborne (1998), which was conceptually adapted from Abernathy et al.’s (1983) private innovation model. This typology attempted to distinguish a scale of four innovation types based on the novelty of innovation and thereof target users: Total, expansionary, evolutionary and developmental. This typology explains the different extents of innovation. At one extreme total represents new services and new needs of the society i.e. radical innovation, whilst developmental means improved existing services for existing users i.e incremental innovation. The factual context of this study was voluntary organisations in the UK. Later, Walker et al. (2002) utilised this typology within the context of British housing associations.

Walker (2006; 2007) changed his view and adopted an innovation typology derived from the private innovation literature: Services innovation, organisational innovation, technological innovation and ancillary innovation. Administrative process innovations in other words organisational innovations refer to the creation of new ways, methods and forms of undertaking tasks within the organisation. Technological process innovations involve the application of technology to operational activities and service delivery mechanisms. Ancillary innovations were defined as any innovations which requires across boundary activities outside the organisation. The factual contexts of these studies were local governments in England. This framework was refined by Damanpour, Walker and Avellaneda (2009), to include three types: new services, administrative process and technological process innovations. The factual context of each of these studies was local governments in the UK, excluding district councils. Conceptually each of these studies adopted the private sector innovation typology, originally developed by Utterback and Abbarnathy (1975) and Damanpour (1987). The conceptual context of these was heavily influenced by NPM and Best Value Program by Labour Government:

The survey explored informants’ perceptions of .... and a management reform regime called Best Value (Walker 2007)
Similarly, in the case Damanpour and Schneider (2009)’s study, the conceptual influence of NPM and ‘Reinventing Government’ in the USA is illustrated in the following quote:

*The source of our data .. is a survey conducted in 1997...about ‘reinventing government’ in the United States. ... We employed three dependent variables ...associated with the new public management (NPM) movement of government reinvention (OECD, 1995; Osborne and Gaebler, 1992).*

The labour governments were keen on promoting innovation in local governments in the UK. Hartley (2006) reviewed the private and then very scare PSI literature for the Department for Communities and Local Government, UK. In addition to the accepted three dimensions (product-process-organisational), she identified four additional types: *Rhetorical innovation* (new policy discourse), *Governance innovation* (new citizen participation methods), *Strategic innovation* (new strategic objectives), *Position innovation* (new customers). However, excluding governance innovations (Hartley and Moore, 2008), this typology has not been studied empirically nor developed further.

On the other hand, Mulgan (2006), introduced the broad and cross-sectoral concept of social innovation into the field of PSI. Social innovations target social needs such as immigration, juvenile crime, homelessness, domestic violence, and other such acute social problems (Mulgan, 2012). OECD (2010) and EC (2013) has given priority to social innovation projects and research. Voorberg et al. (2014), Massey and Johnson (2016), Dayson (2017) carried the theoretical basis of social innovation further. However, the incidence of social innovations remains unclear as this type of innovations has been not included in large surveys. The adoption of the OSLO Manual and CIS for large survey studies may have led to this gap in the literature.

In a different factual context, China, Wu et al. (2013) studied PSI typology and benefited to some extent from the widely accepted typology of *service – technological process – administrative process*. In addition, the authors distinguished between collaborative innovation and governance innovation. The first originates from ancillary innovation and adopts a joint, holistic and inter-organisational approach, as Borins (1998) identified. The latter mainly aims to deal with citizen participation, transparency and accountability. Identifying factual context differences, the study revealed that the administrative process and collaborative innovations surfaced as commonly introduced initiatives in China.

In summary, there is no common agreement on a PSI typology within the literature. Whilst the first studies of PSI typology were affected by business innovation context; recent studies have attempted to enhance this in accordance with the different context of the public sector. A commonly accepted classification does not exist and recent large surveys cannot capture the complex picture of the innovation typology, due to an overreliance on the basic four types in the Oslo Manual. As the typology of innovations introduced was a dependent variable to measure innovativeness of PSO’s, these studies have not attempted to analyse the typology of innovation (Arundel et al., 2015; Demircioglu and Arudtesch, 2017). For the purposes of this study, informed by our review of the literature, we adopted the following typology to capture the broad and complex nature of the PSI: (1) New service, (2) administrative process, (3) technological process, (4) conceptual (5) systemic, (6) governance (7) social innovation.
TABLE 2 PUBLIC SECTOR INNOVATION TYPOLOGY AND THE ROLE OF CONTEXTS
4. THE INFLUENCE OF CONTEXT ON THE TYPOLOGY OF PUBLIC SECTOR INNOVATIONS

The existing literature provides limited understanding of the role of factual context in the frequency of each innovation type within the overall PSI typology. These variables have been referred to as environmental (Bernier et al., 2015), contextual (Korac et al., 2016), and external (Walker et al., 2015). However, the role of context remains unclear for a number of reasons. First, the emphasis of prior studies has been on investigating organisations and the success of NPM and as a result thereof managers (see Table 2). Whilst internal and managerial variables have largely been measured through perception questions, the context variables have primarily been explored in secondary data. This fail to examine how PSI is produced and constructed within the context. Hence, these studies suggest contextual factors have a weaker influence (e.g. Walker, 2006; Damanpour and Schneider, 2006; Damanpour et al., 2009). Because of their constructivist contextuality of knowledge creation, the role of context has been understated. Indeed recent studies which measured contextual factors via survey questions or specifically examined contextual variables reveal their important role (e.g., Korac et al. 2016; Bernier et al., 2015).

Secondly, the quantitative nature of the studies considered the context stable and measurable. However, the innovation process significantly interacts with the temporal context where problems are recognised, ideas are created, solutions are implemented and innovations subsequently lead to further innovations (Rogers 2003). Further, the role of political and administrative contexts is multi-layered with temporal context. For instance, NPM is identified as a conceptual context factor in most studies presented in Table 1. From this perspective, it is clear that the innovations emerged and were embedded in NPM reforms, which can be conceptualised through temporal, political and administrative contexts. Quantitative variables cannot reflect these mechanisms and embeddedness entirely (Pollitt, 2013).

Finally, a lack of cross-country comparisons in the PSI literature (Devries et al., 2015) has hindered conceptualising the influence of the context. The variation of economic context in one country is not significantly divergent to reflect the role of context. Indeed, Arundel et al. (2015) uncovered the influence of economic context in innovation methods (bottom-up, policy dependent, knowledge scanning) among EU nations. However, they did not investigate the relationship between context and innovation types. To date, only Borins (2000, 2001) has explored the influence of macro context. He uncovered the roles of political, administrative, social, economic and technological contexts in the characteristics of innovations in the USA, Canada and Commonwealth countries. However, the literature dominated by the studies in the USA, EU and Australia cannot shed sufficient light on the role of context.

4. FACTUAL CONTEXTS

Contextual factors in PSI represent the setting within which innovations are developed and implemented (Christian and Laegreid, 2013). Following Pollitt (2013)’s criterion, we conceptualise six different contexts that were identified as influential by previous PSI and administrative change & reform literature. It is worth noting that contexts can layer together and have common dimensions. For instance, the citizen voice index can be included within both social and political contexts. Table 3 provides information about the factual contexts in the three countries selected.
TABLE 3 Factual Contexts from the literature in Italy, Japan and Turkey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ITALY</th>
<th>JAPAN</th>
<th>TURKEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. SCOPE</strong></td>
<td>Southern Europe</td>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>Eurasia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Levels of Government</strong></td>
<td>Regions, provinces, municipalities</td>
<td>Prefectures, municipalities</td>
<td>Provinces, districts, municipalities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. ECONOMY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP per capita, PPP$</td>
<td>30,165 $</td>
<td>34,362 $</td>
<td>14,615 $</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth Average (04-15)</td>
<td>-0.14 %</td>
<td>0.81 %</td>
<td>5.92 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT use</td>
<td>26th out of 141</td>
<td>5th</td>
<td>53rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3. POLITICS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form of Government</td>
<td>Coalition</td>
<td>Majoritarian</td>
<td>Majoritarian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy priorities</td>
<td>Austerity, transparency</td>
<td>Austerity, Growth and reform</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule of law</td>
<td>49th out of 141</td>
<td>22th</td>
<td>55th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corruption</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Pressures</td>
<td>EU regulations</td>
<td>N/a</td>
<td>EU membership process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4. ADMINISTRATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public expenditure by central government</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centralisation</td>
<td>Centralised=&gt;Decentralised</td>
<td>Centralised=&gt;Decentralised</td>
<td>Centralised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gov. online service</td>
<td>48th out of 141</td>
<td>9th</td>
<td>78th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gov. effectiveness</td>
<td>47th out of 141</td>
<td>21th</td>
<td>49th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative Culture</td>
<td>Napoleonic</td>
<td>Confucian</td>
<td>Napoleonic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governance Paradigms</td>
<td>NWS</td>
<td>NPG</td>
<td>Traditional→NPM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5. SOCIAL CONTEXT</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voice &amp; Accountability</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>Aging population</td>
<td>Aging population</td>
<td>Young population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welfare State</td>
<td>Welfare State</td>
<td>Welfare State</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigration</td>
<td>From Africa</td>
<td>N/a</td>
<td>Domestic and from Syria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6. PERIOD</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major Public Sector Reforms</td>
<td>Reform from 1990s Privatisation Decentralisation Managerialism E-government</td>
<td>Reform from 1990s E-government Outsourcing Decentralisation Citizen Participation</td>
<td>Reforms from 2000s Privatisation E-government Decentralisation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Pollitt and Bouckaert (2017); Natalini and Stolfi (2011); Ongaro (2011); Mele (2010) Furukawa (1999); Kim (2017); Goldfinch and Wallis (2010); Kudo (2015), Guler (2010); Sezen (2016), World Bank (2018); OECD (2018)
6. METHODOLOGY

DATA DESCRIPTION

Our data source is the applications submitted to UNPSA. We selected the complete population of forms from Italy, Japan and Turkey between the years of 2009 and 2015. The unit of analysis is semi-finalist innovations that were presented to the UNPSAS as an innovation process.

Previous innovation literature benefitted from award applications (e.g., Borins, 2001; Wu et al., 2013). The use of existing database classifies this study as an “opportunistic” research design. We have discussed this critical issue above and identified the awards applications form scientifically comparable elements to test contextual differences between countries.

The United Nations has celebrated the 23rd of June as ‘Public Service Day’ and aims to reward innovative public sector projects worldwide. Since 2003, more than 2,500 innovation initiatives have been submitted for awards on a yearly basis (United Nations, 2015). Applications were evaluated through three rounds. In the first round, nominations are assessed and ranked. Applications above a certain threshold pass to the second round, where additional supporting documents are required. In the third round, a United Nations Committee of Experts in Public Administration decides the first and second place winners for each region. The final step involves verifying and validating the application forms, practical activities and impacts of the initiative via UN or other international institution offices in the respective country (United Nations, 2015). The UN openly provides the application forms short-listed for the second round of evaluation for the benefits of practitioners and academicians.

Prior studies have utilised award applications as a representative sampling proxy (e.g., van Acker and Bouckert, 2017). In the context of this study, we consider the sample to be representative of PSI in the selected countries for three key reasons. Firstly, the UN has announced the award through various channels, increasing awareness and the number of applications. All three countries are well-established members and the UN has had local offices in the countries for several years. National governments announce the UN competition via official channels to make every organisation aware. The media coverage and news on PSO’s websites also indicate that there is a general awareness for the award (see TRT News, 2015; Formez PA News, 2013; Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan, 2010). Second, the application uses a simple online procedure. This increases the number and diversity of applications and six languages can be used to complete the open-questionnaires. Italy, Japan and Turkey each utilised English to submit the innovations, which represents an equal barrier to each when completing the application effectively. Third, the awards call for all levels of government to apply.

DATA ANALYSIS

The open-questionnaires include rich qualitative data on the innovation process (See UN Database). The analysis of ninety-nine open-questionnaire forms was undertaken by qualitative and quantitative content analysis, following previous public administration studies (see Wu et al., 2013; Friedrichmeier and Marcinkowski, 2016; Schlaufe, 2016). Content analysis is suitable to quantify qualitative data (Neundorf, 2016) and was utilised to code the typology of innovation through the pre-defined coding book. To test the reliability of the
coding, two cases from each country were randomly selected, with a total of six cases being coded independently by two researchers. The intercoder agreement through the Holsti coefficient was over 0.9 which is a commonly accepted measure of reliability within the literature (Krippendorf, 2012). Further, the remainder of the cases were solely coded by the leading author.

Qualitative content analysis is crucial to understand the role of context in PSI. Whilst quantitative content analysis is interested in consistency and counting isolated from context, qualitative content analysis attempt to understand how the reality is developed in its context. (Krippendorf, 2012). Hence, the role of context on the innovation process can be uncovered through the analysis of the qualitative responses of the award applications. The qualitative content analysis process can be described as both deductive and inductive. Firstly, a coding book was constructed from prior literature. The results and alternatives for the codes were discussed in the meetings and the codebook was improved via additional codes.

7. FINDINGS

Our coding reveals that the PSI typology shows divergent configurations in three countries (Table 4). Further, the articulation of various contexts within the innovation processes is displayed in Table 4. In Turkey, technological process innovations and systemic innovations dominated the scene. This is consistent with the temporal context of the government`s Digital Transformation reform agenda since 2003. With a high economic growth rate, Turkey attempted to fill the technological gap in government services. This aim was articulated frequently and strongly in the applications.

The administrative context of strong central-unitary government necessitated coordinating the arm-length organisations through systemic innovations, which were supported by IT. The national scope and coordination characteristics of the initiatives were the common discourse in these innovations. The second aspect of the administrative context is institutions for supporting innovations. State Planning Organisation (DPT) emerged as the institution to select and fund these extensive innovations in Turkey.

Turkey has negative indicators on democracy, governance and corruption and this suggests a need for governance innovations to deal with these problems. However, only a single governance innovation was reported. Solving this problem seems not to have been a priority within the political and temporal context despite the EU membership process. As of today, when Turkey is far from EU membership and has frozen the reforms (Ciddi, 2018), we can clearly understand party politics had preferred to introduce NPM paradigm reforms to increase efficiency, service quality and economic gains, which were articulated frequently in the applications, rather than promoting democratic values. Citizen satisfaction was constructed from a clientelist view to assure citizen satisfaction and vote in the polls. The sole initiative presented as a citizen participation mechanism was basically giving roses, tickets and other pragmatist benefits to citizens and this approach was expressed honestly in the application.

Social innovations were also rarely reported in Turkey, despite the social context of urbanisation and growing young population. This support the previous findings of EU reports that social innovation has been limited in Turkey (Boelman and Heales, 2015). This is evidence that political and administrative context can dominate social context. Finally, the temporal
context with recently implemented successful innovations was articulated as an explanation for further technological innovations in Turkey.

Table 4 Typology of Innovations as a Percentage of Total Cases

In Italy, the configuration is different from Turkey and Japan. Applicants written descriptions revealed that the temporal and political context facilitate innovation through reforms and government promises for innovation and transparency by frequently changing new governments. The Ministry for Public Administration emerged as the institution responsible for these reform and innovation activities. Administrative technological innovations and governance innovations for accountability & transparency emerged within these contexts. The elements of the NWS governance paradigm, such as trust and legitimacy, were articulated frequently as a part of the administrative context. In addition, the deteriorating economic context was revealed frequently in governance innovations as it interlayered and interacted with other contexts exacerbating them. Organised crime as a significant aspect of social context was also reported within governance innovations. Moreover, systemic innovations surfaced, yet not as frequently as Turkey, with the aim of coordinating fragmented regions and municipalities. The changing nature of unitary administration and the shift from centralisation to decentralisation were expressed as the administrative context of these systemic innovations.

Finally, the innovation configuration in Japan, with its unique contexts, is more balanced than Turkey and Italy. Governance innovations were the most common type, and administrative process, systemic and social innovations had similar frequencies. This is consistent with the shift in the administrative context from NPM to multi-actor collaboration and decentralised administrative structure, where local governments focused on citizen participation and legitimacy (Kudo, 2015). Whilst the discourse of all governance paradigms can be observed in Japan, the dominant articulation was for NPG and citizen participation. Further, lower frequencies of technological process innovations can be attributed to the economic and technological, political and temporal context. Japan had previously progressed technology and e-government reforms prior to the studied period, and they were ahead of Italy and Turkey in terms of digital government. The technological advancement of Japan was expressed frequently within applications. On the other hand, Japan had a digital agenda within this period, yet the aim was expressed by the applicants as to integrate existing digital government services and to increase citizen participation on digital platforms. In addition, systemic innovations surfaced within the decentralised administrative context, with the aim of integrating services of local governments frequently revealed. The well-known Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) for Japanese developmental state also was reported quite often as the responsible institution for the coordination of these innovations. Finally, the Japanese sample reported the most frequent social innovations, where the social context of urbanisation and aging population was articulated frequently. Apart from this social context and the local responsibilities of decentralised municipalities were manifested as the administrative context producing social innovations.
TABLE 4 Articulated context in the qualitative data
CONCLUSION

This paper is progressing the discussion on the importance of context in PSI research. Having studied an international sample of innovations through qualitative and quantitative content analysis analysis, we have explored our research question to establish how the typology of PSI varies across divergent contexts. In doing so, this study makes two main contributions. Firstly, we have developed a framework to assess the role of context through the review of the previous literature on innovation typology. Secondly, we have provided detailed empirical insights into how divergent innovation typologies can be produced within the different; administrative, temporal, political, social and economic & technological contexts of each country. Our analysis extends the previous empirical studies on PSI typology (Walker 2006; Wu et al. 2013, Devries et al. 2016) via studying 99 PSI from UPSAS award competition.

We have provided evidence that administrative context, in particular administrative structure and governance paradigms, play a crucial role on the configuration of the typology. Our findings revealed that this depends on interlayering contexts. In addition, temporal context influence the PSI typology as catastrophic events, crisis, previous and current reforms create possibilities for different types of PSI. The political context is also of great importance, as strong national political leaders can build opportunistic politics and policy priorities and promote solely administrative innovations rather than governance and social innovations. On the contrary, frequently changed political context can keep innovation as a part of the reform agenda, and as a tool to gain citizen trust. We have also uncovered social context and economic & technological contexts can be a part of the explanation of the typology configuration to some extent, however they can be dominated by other contexts.

We have identified that the nature of each innovation can be differ depending on the context. Systemic innovations frequently introduced in each country aimed to integrate diverse PSOs: Local governments in Japan; the fragmentated central, regional, local organisations in Italy; and arm-length periphery agencies of ministries in Turkey. Similarly, governance innovations aimed to: increase accountability and transparency in Italy; citizen participation and co-creation in Japan; and conversely citizen satisfaction through clientelism in Turkey.

These findings broadened the literature on the environment and context understanding of PSI research to macro context factors and contributed a limited number of studies (Borins, 2000,2001; Arundel 2015 et al.). Previous research was based predominantly on local government data and meso-factors surrounding organisations (e.g. Walker,2006; Damanpour and Schneider,2006; Damanpour et al., 2009; Gonzalez et al., 2013). Finally, our findings shed light on the current state of PSI in Italy, Japan and Turkey. Whilst Italy has been studied by a number of studies (e.g Mele,2008; Nasi et al., 2011), our knowledge has been scarce to Japan and Turkey.
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